
Chapter 2477 

Seeing Hades’ state at this moment, Vataco and Andrew were also full of shock and surprise. 

 

Hades was actually forced to use Battle God Mode. Unbelievable! 

 

As the name suggested, Battle God Mode was the strongest fighting state of the gods. In this state, 

they would only have combat in their minds. The fight would only end when one party died in battle. 

In this mode, the gods would burn their lifespan at the expense of intercepting the energy and 

material rules of heaven and earth to achieve the strongest state. 

 

Their bodies’ cellular activity would also be at peak performance, which meant they could quickly 

recover and regenerate. Generally speaking, a person in this state would be a tireless killing machine. 

 

Likewise, once this mode was activated, even if the fight was won, the damage to the gods would be 

huge. It had been many years since a battle like this. Such a battle was enough to destroy half of the 

Western world. Moreover, Zeus had once issued the order to prohibit the gods from entering Battle 

God Mode. 

 

That was because it was an irreversible state unless someone died in battle. In other words, Hades 

was determined to fight Philip until the end. 

 

Philip’s eyes were grave. He could already tell that Hades’ state at this moment was just like the sun 

at noon, hot, frenzied, and invincible. All the energy in his body was like an endless vast ocean. More 

terrifyingly, all the injuries on his body just now had recovered with not even the slightest trace of 

fatigue. 

 

Philip knew that he had just comprehended the power of the source of kingship and his realm was still 

unstable. That attack just now was already his strongest blow to end things quickly. Now that Hades 

wanted to fight until the end, the situation was indeed very dangerous for Philip. 

 



Fennel lagged behind at this moment, trying to read just his physical condition. Seeing that Hades had 

entered Battle God Mode, he shouted, “Philip, watch out! That’s Battle God Mode. He’s now at his 

peak fighting condition! He’s burning his life force, and the battle will only end when one party dies in 

battle!” 

 

Very tricky! 

 

‘Battle God Mode?’ 

 

Philip frowned. Although he did not quite understand it, he could see that if this continued, it would 

only end up a deadly match. 

 

Suddenly, Hades stomped on the ground and exploded with a burst of unprecedented force. The 

ground was shattered, and two deep pits were formed where his feet were. This was the explosive 

power of Battle God Mode. Before Philip could see clearly, Hades’ explosive punch that contained the 

power of blue lightning had already smashed in front of him. 

 

It arrived in a flash! 

 

The speed had exceeded his limits! 

 

Unavoidable! 

 

The lightning power contained in that fist was enough to destroy all living creatures within a radius of 

hundreds of meters. 

 

Philip quickly lifted the red dragon halberd in his hand and placed it in front of his body to resist this 

punch from Hades. 

 



The fist of lightning collided with the red dragon halberd in Philip’s hand. A dazzling wave of energy 

fluctuations. This raging energy storm was very violent and enough to destroy a town. 

 

Philip was sent flying dozens of meters away by this punch from Hades. Philip slammed the red 

halberd into the ground and created a rift dozens of meters long. 


